
STEP 13: CHECK ALL CONNECTIONS FOR LEAKS by thoroughly soaking each connection with leak detect solution (included in the kit). Be sure that the main propane
supply on your RV is on at this time and if applicable, open valve at your RV’s quick-connect port. If the connection leaks, the leak detector will bubble within 5-20 
seconds. Turn off the propane supply immediately and tighten the leaking connections. Repeat the Safety Leak Check until you no longer see evidence of a gas leak.

STEP 7: Now take the new assembly you have just created 
and attach it to the curved end of the metal tube arm that was
detached from the grills regulator. using thread sealant on the
threads once again. .
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STEP 2: Separate the regulator assembly into its two components by unscewing the 
regulator and metal tube arm from the brass swivel connecter with visegrip pliers 
or Channel-Lock pliers. Then unscrew the regulator/metal tubing by hand.  
NOTE: Be sure to keep the spring and back flow stopper that is inside 
the swivel connector in place. 

STEP 1:  Remove the regulator assembly from the the grill by unscrewing the brass swivel connector.

NOTE: Due to a recent change to the Coleman Roadtrip grills you may require a different fitting to 
adapt the ME65CL kit to the grill. Do a quick test to see if the male threads (included in the kit) fit 
the grills brass swivel connection that was attached to the grill.  If they fit together, move to step 
3-4.  If they do not fit together move to steps 5-7. 

STEP 3: If they fit together well, disconnect again and apply thread 
sealant (supplied in the kit) to the male threads of the ME65CL 
brass fitting (also supplied in the kit).  

STEP 5: If the connections shown in step 3 DO NOT fit together, you 
need to unscrew the brass ME65CL fitting into its three components 
and remove the two that look like this

STEP 4: Install the brass swivel connection piece with ME65CL 
attachment into the rear of the grill. Continue to STEP 9.

Now you can install the ME65CL fitting onto the brass swivel 
connection that was previously confirmed to fit. Tighten with a 
wrench. Turn until snug, plus 1/4 turn.

Always check your connections for leaks prior to using any propane products!!!

STEP 6: Apply thread sealant to the male threads on the extra adapter (applied in the kit) and
attach to the elbow adapter. Tighten with a wrench. Turn until snug, plus 1/4 turn.  

STEP 9:  Attach the 3/8” Female Swivel Flare end of the 12’ hose provided 
in the ME65CL kit to the male 3/8” flare end ME65CL attachment at the 
rear of grill. Tighten with a wrench.   DO NOT USE THREAD SEALENT ON 
THIS CONNECTION!!

STEP 8: On the other end of the tube arm,
attach the brass swivel connection back
into place. Then you may install the whole
assemby onto the rear of the grill.

STEP 10: Be sure the gas control knob of your grill is in the off position.

STEP 11: If your RV has a shut-off valve as part of the quick-connect system, move it to the off position.

STEP 12:  Insert the male end of the ME65CL hose assembly into female 
quick-connect fitting of the RV.

STEP 13: CHECK ALL CONNECTIONS FOR LEAKS by thoroughly soaking each connection with leak detect solution (included in the kit). Be sure that the main propane 
supply on your RV is on at this time and if applicable, open valve at your RV’s quick-connect port. If the connection leaks, the leak detector will bubble within 5-20 
seconds. Turn off the propane supply immediately and tighten the leaking connections. Repeat the Safety Leak Check until you no longer see evidence of a gas leak.

STEP 7: Now take the new assembly you have just created and 
attach it to the other ME66CP fitting by applying thead sealant 
to the male threads on the swivel connection. Turn until snug, 
plus 1/4 turn.  
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STEP 2: Separate the regulator assembly into its two components by removing the regulator 
and metal tube arm from the brass swivel connection piece. To do this secure the flat 
sides of the brass swivel connection component near the regulator tubing with vise-grip 
pliers or Channel-Lock pliers. Then unscrew the regulator/metal tubing by hand. 
NOTE: Be sure to keep the spring and back flow stopper that is inside the 
swivel connector in place. 

STEP 1:  Remove the regulator assembly from the the grill by unscrewing the brass connection.

NOTE: Due to a recent change to the Coleman Roadtrip grills you may require a different fitting to 
adapt the ME66CP kit to the grill. Do a quick test to see if the male threads (included in the kit) fit 
the grills brass swivel connection that was attached to the grill.  If they fit together, move to step 
3-4.  If they do not fit together move to steps 5-7. 

STEP 3: If they fit together well, disconnect again and apply thread 
sealant (supplied in the kit) to the male threads of the ME66CP 
brass fitting (also supplied in the kit).  

STEP 5:  If the connections shown in step 3 DO NOT fit together, you 
need to unscrew the brass ME66CP fitting into its three components 
and remove the two that look like this

STEP 4: Install the brass swivel connection piece with ME66CP 
attachment into the rear of the grill. Continue to STEP 9.

Now you can install the ME66CP fitting onto the 
brass swivel connection that was previously 
confirmed to fit. Tighten with a wrench. Turn until 
snug, plus 1/4 turn. 

Always check your connections for leaks prior to using any propane products!!!

STEP 6: Apply thread sealant to the male threads on the extra male adapter (supplied in the 
kit) and attach to the female adapter also supplied in the kit. Tighten with a wrench. Turn 
until snug, plus 1/4 turn.  

STEP 9:  Attach the Female 1/4” quick-connect end of the 10’ hose provid-
ed in the ME66CP kit to the male 1/4” male nipple end of the attachment 
at the rear of grill. Tighten with a wrench.   DO NOT USE THREAD SEALENT 
ON THIS CONNECTION!!

STEP 8: Take the metal tube arm that was 
attached to the regulator and connect the new 
assembly to the curved end  On the other end 
of the tube arm, attach the brass swivel 
connection back into place. Then you may 
install the whole assemby onto the 
rear of the grill.

STEP 10: Be sure the gas control knob of your grill is in the off position.

STEP 11: If your RV has a shut-off valve as part of the quick-connect system, move it to the off position.

STEP 12:  Insert the male end of the ME66CP hose assembly into female 
quick-connect fitting of the RV.

STEP 13: CHECK ALL CONNECTIONS FOR LEAKS by thoroughly soaking each connection with leak detect solution (included in the kit). Be sure that the main propane
supply on your RV is on at this time and if applicable, open valve at your RV’s quick-connect port. If the connection leaks, the leak detector will bubble within 5-20 
seconds. Turn off the propane supply immediately and tighten the leaking connections. Repeat the Safety Leak Check until you no longer see evidence of a gas leak.

STEP 7: Now take the new assembly you have just created 
and attach it to the curved end of the metal tube arm that was
detached from the grills regulator. using thread sealant on the
threads once again. .
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STEP 2: Separate the regulator assembly into its two components by unscewing the 
regulator and metal tube arm from the brass swivel connecter with visegrip pliers 
or Channel-Lock pliers. Then unscrew the regulator/metal tubing by hand.  
NOTE: Be sure to keep the spring and back flow stopper that is inside 
the swivel connector in place. 

STEP 1:  Remove the regulator assembly from the the grill by unscrewing the brass swivel connector.

NOTE: Due to a recent change to the Coleman Roadtrip grills you may require a different fitting to 
adapt the ME65CL kit to the grill. Do a quick test to see if the male threads (included in the kit) fit 
the grills brass swivel connection that was attached to the grill.  If they fit together, move to step 
3-4.  If they do not fit together move to steps 5-7. 

STEP 3: If they fit together well, disconnect again and apply thread 
sealant (supplied in the kit) to the male threads of the ME65CL 
brass fitting (also supplied in the kit).  

STEP 5: If the connections shown in step 3 DO NOT fit together, you 
need to unscrew the brass ME65CL fitting into its three components 
and remove the two that look like this

STEP 4: Install the brass swivel connection piece with ME65CL 
attachment into the rear of the grill. Continue to STEP 9.

Now you can install the ME65CL fitting onto the brass swivel 
connection that was previously confirmed to fit. Tighten with a 
wrench. Turn until snug, plus 1/4 turn.

Always check your connections for leaks prior to using any propane products!!!

STEP 6: Apply thread sealant to the male threads on the extra adapter (applied in the kit) and
attach to the elbow adapter. Tighten with a wrench. Turn until snug, plus 1/4 turn.  

STEP 9:  Attach the 3/8” Female Swivel Flare end of the 12’ hose provided 
in the ME65CL kit to the male 3/8” flare end ME65CL attachment at the 
rear of grill. Tighten with a wrench.   DO NOT USE THREAD SEALENT ON 
THIS CONNECTION!!

STEP 8: On the other end of the tube arm,
attach the brass swivel connection back
into place. Then you may install the whole
assemby onto the rear of the grill.

STEP 10: Be sure the gas control knob of your grill is in the off position.

STEP 11: If your RV has a shut-off valve as part of the quick-connect system, move it to the off position.

STEP 12:  Insert the male end of the ME65CL hose assembly into female 
quick-connect fitting of the RV.
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